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PowerPoint Capturing 
Logging PowerPoint Presentations in Real-Time with LogDepot Presentations 
 
Do you have the need or wish to publish presentations? Do you need to archive presentations? Do 
you want to capture a presentation for later review, quick publication on Internet or historical 
archiving? Of course, you do! 
 
But you don’t have the resources to spend a lot of time for this purpose? Arbor Media LogDepot is the 
solution to this problem. The well-known LogDepot system covers the needs to record the audio and 
video of any presentation, including simultaneous translations if this is required. And with the 
LogDepot Presentations module you can now also record the PowerPoint sheets and information 
with minimal effort! 

 
PowerPoint Capture 
The LogDepot Presentations Module is an easy to use extension to the LogDepot 
Product family. Apart from the existing possibility to make a video recording of a 
presentation, this module will automatically record the PowerPoint presentation. The 
system will record each sheet as an individual picture and text on the sheets as 
textual metadata. The sheets are time-stamped upon recording so that they can be 
synchronized with video recording automatically. 
 

Easy to use 
Arbor Media’s intention was to make this as easy as possible for the end user. The presenter inserts 
the Arbor Media LogDepot Presentations USB-stick into any laptop running the Microsoft PowerPoint 
and his or her presentation is being recorded. It’s that easy! 
The software will not be installed on the notebook: when the presentation is finished, the user can 
simply pull out the USB-stick and use the PowerPoint Export Module to transfer the information to the 
archive or website, depending on your requirements. The Export Module will export the sheets as JPG 
pictures and the metadata (titles and texts of the sheets) in XML files. 
 
Publish on-the-fly with a fixed installation 
Apart from the use on a USB-Stick (as described above), the module can be installed on a fixed 
Presentation PC, depending on the requirements. When used in a fixed environment, the export or 
online publication can take place on-the-fly. 
 
Highlights  

� PowerPoint Capture - Recording your PowerPoint presentations  
� Quick capturing and publication of your presentations  
� No installation, just insert the LogDepot Presentations USB-stick  
� Easily integrate with LogDepot resulting in full automatic capture of 

your valuable presentations 



 

 

DebateView 
Video on Demand 

Automatic Debate Publisher 
Arbor Media realized a system for recording and internet publication of public debates. Most 
parliaments only provide a live stream of the ongoing debate, but with DebateView it is now possible to 
watch the debate afterwards, at any time, by anybody, and from any location with an Internet 
connection. When the debate is ongoing, clerks present at the debate provide real-time metadata (i.e. 
speaker and breaks). 
 
Accessible for anybody 
A debate can take a long time, even multiple days. Publishing the complete debate at once will take a 
few hours and is not desired. With DebateView the debate is published in phases; whenever there is a 
break, the part from the start (or previous break) until this break is published instantly. This way, 
debate video is available as soon as possible, creating some highly added value! When published, the 
debate can be accessed not only by the parliament employees, but also by the audience. Everybody 
who is interested can access debate recordings! 
 
MPs can access the part before the break to look back to what is said by whom. The most recent 
debates are listed at the top for actuality. When watching a debate, navigation in the video based on 
metadata is possible.  
 
Searching by metadata 
A debate can take multiple hours thus searching a specific interesting part will take too long. 
Therefore, next to the player, metadata is listed upon which can be navigated. Just click on the 
specific metadata item (e.g. speaker) and the player jumps to that moment in the debate. The number 
of published debates grows fast thus search functionality on the metadata (most important are the 
subject and the debate-speakers) is provided.  
 
When searching e.g. for a speaker, the search results show all the debates that this person spoke on. 
Also, when a speaker speaks multiple times in a single debate, all his/her speaking moments are 
shown. Actually, the search results contain a part of the metadata normally listed parallel to the debate 
video player. Clicking a search result will instantly start playing the debate from that moment.  
 
In short: A very powerful service by the parliament; to MPs, internal employees and the 
broader public! 

  



 

 

AVEO transcription player 
The ideal transcription tool 
 
The AVEO transcription player is a versatile media player, playing audio and video files, but it also 
offers users a variety of other extra features; such as the special keyboard hook functions in 

combination with a time-stretch 
function, turning it into an extremely 
useful transcription tool. 
 
Special functions also operate when 

the focus is set on to another window; for example when a text editor is on the foreground. The AVEO 
player even can be controlled by an external footswitch. This makes the AVEO player very suitable for 
transcription work.  
 
Shortcuts 
The following functions (among others) can be bound to the keyboard of the external device: 

• Play, play/pause 
• Pause 
• Stop 
• (Fast) forward/rewind 
• Increase/decrease speed 
• Open (LogDepot) file 
• Open time stretch properties 
• Increase/Decrease volume 
• Jump to next/previous hour 
 
Direct access to LogDepot archives 
The AVEO player can connect to a LogDepot 
stream by pushing a single button. The user can 
play out the audio or video files, just by clicking 
the right date and time. 
The AVEO player can play out Windows Media 
Audio and Video files. Depending on the codecs 
installed, the system can also play out other 
audio or video formats such as WAV, MPEG2 
and MP3. 
 
External devices 
The user can easily switch between hour files by 
hitting the predefined keypad or footswitch. Any 
of these shortcuts can be changed with only a 
few actions.  

 
Highlights 

• Control by foot-switch or keyboard hooks 
(short cuts) 

• Invisible operation if desired 
• Variable speeds 50% - 200% 
• Direct interaction with LogDepot 
• Suitable for stand-alone use 
• Easy, unattended installation 
• History list of recently used files 
• Supports multiple active instances 
• Supports command line parameters for a 

custom start/stop 
 
 



 

Eplayer  (DVD production)
Your multi-lingual meeting or conference 
 
The Eplayer is a handy tool, provided free of charge to all users of the Arbor CD/DVD Robot software. 
It allows conference organizations
channels on a DVD, together with the metadata, containing information about the conference, such as 
speaker names, agenda items and more.
 
When the Eplayer is burned on a DVD, together with t
when the DVD is inserted into a PC, making it extremely simple to use.
 
The Eplayer looks are fully “skinnable” allowing an organization to match her corporate identity or even 
tailor the looks to match the image of a specific event.
 
The Eplayer can be used with Data CD, Data DVD, USB Stick or any other PC medium.
 
 

 

  

 

Eplayer  (DVD production) 
conference on one DVD 

The Eplayer is a handy tool, provided free of charge to all users of the Arbor CD/DVD Robot software. 
organizations to store a conference with one video and many interpreter

channels on a DVD, together with the metadata, containing information about the conference, such as 
speaker names, agenda items and more. 

When the Eplayer is burned on a DVD, together with the conference data, it will automatically pop
when the DVD is inserted into a PC, making it extremely simple to use. 

The Eplayer looks are fully “skinnable” allowing an organization to match her corporate identity or even 
image of a specific event. 

The Eplayer can be used with Data CD, Data DVD, USB Stick or any other PC medium.

 

The Eplayer is a handy tool, provided free of charge to all users of the Arbor CD/DVD Robot software. 
to store a conference with one video and many interpreter-audio 

channels on a DVD, together with the metadata, containing information about the conference, such as 

he conference data, it will automatically pop-up 

The Eplayer looks are fully “skinnable” allowing an organization to match her corporate identity or even 

The Eplayer can be used with Data CD, Data DVD, USB Stick or any other PC medium. 



 

 

CD/DVD Production 

Burn professional CD/DVD/Blu-ray Discs with LogDepot 

For the automatic production of CD/DVD’s Arbor Media cooperates with market leader Rimage 
Corporation. Rimage is a pioneer and innovator in CD, DVD, and Blu-ray Disc™ production 
technology. 
 
The CD/DVD Robot module allows production of Data CD, Data DVD, Audio CD and Video DVD. 
 
The Rimage products usually have multiple input bins to support mixed media burning and printing. 

General advantages of using CD/DVD production include: 

• Cost Saving: Creating Audio and Video CD/DVD’s with a few mouse clicks saves an 
enormous amount of time and costs 

• Corporate Identity: All produced CD/DVDs have a professional look 
• Automatic logging of CD/DVD production (who produced which Disc and when) 
• Eplayer Application available for reproduction – free of charge! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



 

 

Conference organizations have various applications for CD/DVD production: 

Visitor service 
A LogDepot with CD/DVD production system allows easy and affordable production of small quantities 
with customized professional CD/DVDs. With a few mouse-clicks, a whole meeting can be burned on 
DVD, including all metadata such as Room, Meeting Title, Speaker names and including interpreted 
recordings in many languages, if available. 
And it is no longer an (expensive) technical task; everyone can do the job! 
 
Archiving 
Automatic storage of audio/video content on CD/DVD may provide a low-cost easy to maintain and 
use audio/video archive: Depending on various parameters, it is possible to burn a whole conference, 
including video and multiple audio channels on one DVD or Blu-ray disk. 
Arbor media provides a free Eplayer application, that can be burned with each DVD, so that the DVD 
not only contains the Audio/Video Material, but also shows archived metadata. When the DVD is 
retrieved from the archive, it will play automatically, showing all the information on the disk. 
 
Internal Service 
An internal service to allow users to create their own required discs, will save considerable amounts of 
time to your internal staff. And makes their life a lot easier! 
 
Speaker Service 
Create a professional looking CD/DVD for each speaker, immediately after a conference and hand it 
over as thanking gift: A nice gesture and professional presentation of your organization 
 


